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Hades star artifact bonus

in: Player, Gameplay tips, Edit Comments Corporations are communities created by players in Had' Star and are similar to clans or guilds that are usually found in other MMO games. The corporation starts from the possibility of having 25 members at level 1, but can include up to 40 members at level 15.
There are four ranks within corporations. Requests[edit | edit source] To join a corporation, you must meet certain requirements: At least level 4 Sufficient level of impact (corporate-specific). If called upon, the level of influence is irrelevant. Invited/accepted into a corporation (corporate-specific) Creating a
corporation requires 10,000 loans. Corporation Benefits[edit | edit source] Income Bonus[edit | edit source] Corporation members receive a percentage increase on their passive credit and hydrogen income as dictated by their corporate level. Create private Red Stars[| and edit the source] Private Red
Stars can only be accessed by members of the corporation. They are identical to ordinary red stars, except that they contain artifacts with a bonus on XP winnings, credits and hydro (depending on the level of the corporation). Private red stars can also join in part, although anyone who joins late will not
receive an artifact bonus. Join White Stars[| edit source] Corporate officials can launch a White Star with 5, 10, or 15 players. Players are only eligible for white stars if they own a White Star scanner. The White Stars are a five-day battle between two corporations with severe slowing down of time. During
the white star, corporations will earn Relics, allowing them to level off. Players also receive a credit and hydrogen award after the star finishes. Corporate levels[| editing sources] Corporations are leveled by collecting relics while participating in white stars. Level Max Members Passive Income Bonus
Private Red Star Artifacts Research Bonus White Star Relic Request to Reach Level 1 25 0 0 2 26 2% 1% 1 3 27 4% 2% 30 4 28 6% 3% 100 5 29 8% 8%4% 4%250 6 30 10% 6% 500 7 31 12% 8% 1,000 8 32 14% 10% 2,000 9 33 16% 12% 3,000 1 0 34 18% 14% 5,000 11 35 20% 16% 7,000 12 36 22%
18% 9,000 13 37 24% 20% 11,000 14 1438 26% 20% 13,000 15 39 28% 20% 16,000 16 40 30% 20% 20,000 Player Gameplay tips Community Content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. The new RS9 Orb/Blue Crystal artifacts, and the new module (Mining Drone) assigned by RS9
Artifacts are now instanced (unique by player) in all Red Stars Max player limit reduced to 4 for all Red Stars More diverse Cerberus configurations, especially in RS7 + New Cerberus ship: Cerberus Bomber (appears on RS7 +, Phoenix now appears in RS8+) (public Red Star only) EMP activation requires
enemy ships or missiles to be in the sector (Public Red Star only) Interceptors will not fire on transporters and miners owned by players who are not (Public Red Star only) I can't use the Teleport while Cerberus' ship is under bond influence. BOND can only be used on Red Star Eight or more. Reduced
contribution of the picked up artifacts to the calculation of the results of the impact of Red Star Ships with sanctuary returning from Red Star because they were destroyed can no longer be replaced in that same Red Star (battleships that can be sent counter will not increase in this case) For more details
and motivation see this blog post. Relics collected at White Stars automatically upgrade the Corporation to the next level, giving increased member capacity, bonus passive income and rewards for researching artifacts found in private Red Stars. White Star loss and reward draw reduced or eliminated in
certain cases to encourage all corporations to fight for relics. Supress: Range reduced by 10% at level 5 + Blast shield is now a priority over all other shields in the covered area when applying damage AOE Own yellow window with stars displays total resources stored in shipments and asteroids
Experimental landscape mode (enable widnow settings, only recommended for tablets, the option will not appear on iPhone) Corporations window layout changed, now shows White Star wins corporations and modules windows scale vertically on high devices Now you can advance White Star simulation
with one tick short tap on the fast forward button (in replay or Time Machine) Activation of the module shows a heating visual effect immediately when the button is pressed 6 new module associated target artifacts purchased from the research window with crystals will give an additional 20% in rewards
when fixed hydrogen upload was investigated does not work with a very high amount of hydrogen High Quality Rendering option added to help with framerate and battery use (combined with Conserve Battery) , especially on older devices I can no longer consume crystals to get over the credit capacity
when exploring the new level of Seperate Galaxy chat modules for players with their device set to Japanese Added support for simplified Chinese language in the game Introduction to the game diplomacy system and how trading with other players works. I write this guide because the game doesn't tell you
anything about diplomacy at first, and even fandom wiki doesn't say much about real trading and how to take advantage of station diplomacy. Nevertheless, the first diplomacy station costs only 25,000 credits and is therefore available to many new players. Besides corporations, diplomacy is another way to
interact directly with other players. Once you have built diplomacy and found a partner who has accepted your request, you can send ships into each other's system. That sounds simple, but it can be a little more complicated than it seems. Especially because you have to trust your partner very much
during trading. There are no announcements of war or peace agreements or direct sending of resources such as loans and hydrogen as you can now from other games. You have to get it yourself. Also, there is no market in play for trade in goods, a bunch of active active have established Discord servers
for this purpose (connections at the end of this guide). You can build up to three diplomacies in the system. Each diplomacy station allows you to have a diplomatic relationship with one player. 1 - 25 000 (Cost) / Construction time 8 hours 2 - 500 000 (Cost) / Construction time 5 days 3 - 4 000 000 (Cost) /
Construction time 10 days So we can assume that almost every active player has at least one diplomacy station. More active players who have played the game for several months or even years are likely to have two or three diplomacies to be able to maintain multi-player diplomatic relations. (For
reference: I got my second diplomacy after 8 months playing.) A diplomacy station can be built on any planet and placed anywhere in your home system - except for sectors that already contain station diplomacy). Establishing diplomacy After the construction of cells can be moved by 2 000 hydrogen per
sector. It seems very much at first, but not so much if you progress in the game. With diplomacy, you will be able to receive requests for a diplomatic relationship, or you can send requests. You can send requests by accessing a single-player overview in which a button should appear to establish a
diplomatic relationship. Beware: There is currently a bug so you will only see this button when you have your active view in your own home system. If he still doesn't seem safe, your partner has diplomacy at all. Submitted requests can be canceled by accessing the station detail menu. If you have not sent
any requests and there is no diplomatic relationship a bunch of randomly selected players will appear in the details menu. Be careful who you send a request to. Incoming requests will make the diplomacy station pulsate and you will receive an inbox message. You can accept or reject the request. Once
you have successfully established a diplomatic relationship, you can send any ship to the partner system, and your partner can do the same. This allows for a bunch of options that the guide will explain in the following chapters. You're also able to use Star System Chat to have a private conversation with a
partner - but be aware: your partner's other diplomatic partners can see what you're writing, too, even when they haven't yet established a diplomatic relationship with your partner. Diplomacy Achievements There are also two achievements that come with diplomacy. The first is Stable Relationship: This
achievement aims to uninterrupted diplomatic relations between the two players - you can get reward/achievement levels by establishing and not cancelling the diplomatic relationship for X days. I cannot recommend that you aim for this achievement at first (the maximum time I would recommend is 30
days) because one term for a diplomatic relationship will greatly limit you. Aim for more than 30 days after you get another stop. Another achievement is the Shipping Assistant and is given by making consignments diplomatic partner, which explains the next chapter. Cancellation of diplomatic relations
A.K.a. Trump style. If you want to cancel a diplomatic relationship, you can do it every time by approaching your diplomacy. When your partner still has ships in your system and you cancel it, his ships will return **at no cost of hydrogen** to his system (at his stop in diplomacy). Later I will show how to use
it to store hydrogen during trading. Your partner will be notified by inbox that you have cancelled the connection. Great, you can send ships into your partners' system by anchoring them at the Station of Diplomacy and letting them jump! But what to do with them? Shipments The most common thing for
players of the same level is to make consignments to each other. You can pick up and deliver your partner's shipments as you would with your own shipments. Shipment Computer bonuses and Offload value reduction apply to your partner's shipments, while all other bonuses **also** apply to your
commission (you're not sure, it needs proof!) The mechanics of shipping, shipping, and unloading computers will work as they do in your system. I recognized that new players are often afraid of credit numbers that pop up when they make shipments so they think they would steal loans from their partner.
The reason for credit popups is simple: While your partner gets the full value of their shipments, you'll get a 12% commission per shipment. There's no stealing! By doing each other's shipments you will both get a 12% boost to your daily income. that's nice. The level means almost nothing at Hades Star,
but if you're worried about your earned experience and level I can tell you that you'll still earn the full amount of experience if another player makes your shipments. If you want to know how many shipments your partner is doing for you, open the details menu of your diplomacy station (picture). This will give
you an overview of what your partner has done in the last week/past. In addition to shipments, you can also access your partner's hydrogen in diplomacy. If you both agree on that, it can be a nice incentive to be able to do more Red Stars. Beautiful and active players will offer to grow their hydro when they
are on vacation and will not play for several days. Mining ships will follow other rules than in your home system while they are in your partner: I can't find your planet to deliver so they will stay in a completely mined sector. The same applies to full capacity. So you need to return them manually to the station,
deliver them to one of your planets and they send them back or just use Hydro Upload to transfer the hydro directly from your partner system to virtual storage. Cleaning sectors In addition to transport and mining ships, you can also send an unlimited number of battleships. They won't fire on anything but
Cerberus' forces. You can clean cerberus ships after your partner has discovered a new sector. This becomes useful for detected Cerberus stations because new players may not know how to deal with them. The last and perhaps most important chapter for this guide. Sweet artefact trading. Maybe you're
asking, Why would I buy artifacts if I can get them and doing Red Stars? Simple answer: Blueprints! Many players are limited by the number of drafts they have for a particular module. So they try to get higher-level artifacts to get (multiple) blueprints for one specific module - the higher the level of the
artifact the more drafts it gives for the module (although this is limited). The best examples of this are Sanctuary (blueprints obtained by level 4 tetrahedars) and Omega Rocket (only a module that can be obtained by researching level 10 Tetrahedrons). Many players will aim to get at least one draft for this
module early, so they can start researching and take advantage of it. But many will also seek to maximize the blueprint for other modules so they are willing to pay the price for the artifacts. The price often consists of many lower-level artifacts, which make shipments for the seller or offer hydrogen systems.
Artifact sellers generally target better daily revenues and additional hydrogen. They will also profit from saving lower-level artefacts, not needing to make their shipments as a partner does them or access more hydrogen so they can run more Red Stars. It's usually a win-win for both sides. Well, how do you
trade artifacts? There are two ways: private Red Star There's a way to share artifacts that I found out for myself when I started playing, but most of the active player base knows about it. If you send transport ships loaded with artifacts into Red Star and drop them on the planet, other players will be able to
pick them up. This does not apply to the artifacts you extracted in the same Red Star (e.g. clean the planet, pick up the artifact, drop it). If your partner does the same, you can pick up his artifacts. Since there is no need to trade at a certain level of Red Star, most players will use red star private level 1 in
the trading corporation, as it also allows only 2 players to participate, which excludes a third from the theft. Don't use the public Red Stars because you're not guaranteed to respond and/or other players are friendly. Diplomacy With transport ships in your partner's system, you can not only pick up
shipments, but also artifacts stored by your partner on planets and/or trading stations. You cannot pick up or drop your artifacts at the research station and you will not be able to drop your artifacts on your partner's planets. With artifacts that need a certain capability to transport them, you are limited to the
transport capacity of your transports when trading. This is intended (if you ask me) so that high-end players cannot boost players of very low level. A common but disturbing thing for many players is the cancellation and reestablishment of diplomatic relations. As I wrote earlier the leap of your in partner
partners in your system by cancelling diplomatic relations will not cost any hydro. You can use this game mechanic to save hydrogen. Simply cancel the link after you have both picked up the artefacts and send a second request immediately afterwards. Keep repeating until you get everything. Be aware
that this can be misused by your partner after picking up the artefacts. Trust is very important. Now I think I've covered everything possible and useful with Hades' stellar diplomacy. As I mentioned earlier confidence is a big factor and long-term relationships are often more beneficial for both parties than
short trades. Artifacts against shipping service Once upon a time I had an agreement with another player who was at a lower level than me (I miss you, Lord Helmchen!). It was a time right after I discovered that trading was possible through the Red Stars and I was at The Red Star Level 4, a Red Star level
that you can grind really well. I kept taking more artifacts than I needed, but upgrading to Red Star 5 was a long way off. What to do with all the artifacts? Salvage? Hell doesn't. I gave some to my corporate friends, but I also had an agreement with another friend I met in the game. He took (almost all) of the
surplus artifacts, and in return he did all my shipments. It was a very good deal for both of us because he got a 12% shipping bonus and got a Level 4 art that he couldn't get on his own at the moment. I was very busy at the time and failed to check in daily, but I could still be sure my shipments had been
made. Besides, I saved a lot of hydrogen by not making shipments. We had a very good relationship until our corps started to fall apart, we changed to different corporations for a variety of reasons and he stopped playing shortly afterwards. The artifact is trading with a non-complict market so as I
constantly trade my level 7 artifacts for level 9 artifacts allow me to give you an overview of what happens when I trade with another person. First of all I collect a lot of Level 7 artifacts in my system (usually about 50-60 or 110-120). Then I offer them on a specific Discord server and try to find the seller who
takes them (usually no problem). Part of this offer is the conversion rate, e.g. 4 or 5 levels of 7 artifacts equal to 1 level 9 artifact. They can be different prices for different types of artifacts and levels. If we both agreed on the amount and rate I release my diplo (cancel the current diplomatic relationship so
you can receive a new request) so that the seller can send me a request or it happens the other way around. After establishing a diplomatic relationship, we jump our transport ships into each other's system and begin to take over the artifacts (the location is usually listed in advance). Depending on the



seller, you either cancel and reestablish a diplomatic relationship at this time to do the same again and save hydrogen/time or both partners return their ships via Diplomacy Station. Sometimes I'll even activate time so my partner doesn't have to wait a few seconds. Seconds. arrival ships. As Level 9
artefact sellers mostly use my Level 7 artifacts to save them for loans and additional hydrogen, they will bring them to their research precinct. I'm going to store my new Level 9 artifacts on a nearby planet/station. I'm usually the first one to finish downloading the artifacts, so I'm waiting for my partner to pick
it all up, too. When we get all the artifacts, we thank each other and cancel the diplomatic relationship. Relationship.
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